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Exercise Sheet 09: SQL 2 (34 points) 
(due by Thursday, January 9, 2014) 

Please note: You need 50% of all exercise points to receive the Studienleistung. Solutions have to be 

turned in on paper until Thursday before the lecture either in the lecture hall or into our 

mailbox (Informatikzentrum 2nd floor). Please write your matriculation numbers and your tutorial group 

number on your solutions! You may answer in German or English. You need to pass both the 

exercises and the exam for the RDB 1 module! Unless otherwise specified: Always use your own 

words! 

Exercise 0 – CREATE TABLE statements (0 points) 

The exercises 0 to 3 are based on the following log of CREATE TABLE statements: 

1) SET SCHEMA gotham_city; 

2) CREATE TABLE villain( 

    id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 

    real_name VARCHAR(100), 

    evilness INTEGER CONSTRAINT good CHECK (evilness > 0) 

); 

3) CREATE TABLE gadget( 

    serial_no INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 

    name VARCHAR(100)  

); 

4) CREATE TABLE has_alias( 

    villain INTEGER REFERENCES villain 

        ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE CASCADE, 

    alias VARCHAR(100) NOT NULL, 

    PRIMARY KEY(villain, alias) 

); 

5) CREATE TABLE has_gadget( 

    id INTEGER NOT NULL, 

    gadget INTEGER NOT NULL, 

    gadget_range INTEGER NOT NULL CONSTRAINT range_range 

        CHECK(gadget_range BETWEEN 1 AND 30), 

    PRIMARY KEY (id, gadget), 

    CONSTRAINT vill_fk FOREIGN KEY (id) REFERENCES villain 

        ON DELETE NO ACTION ON UPDATE CASCADE, 

    FOREIGN KEY (gadget) REFERENCES gadget 

        ON DELETE NO ACTION ON UPDATE NO ACTION 

); 

All exercises with 0 points are optional. However, they recapitulate lecture contents and may be a 

good exercise. 

a) Translate the CREATE TABLE statements into a corresponding Chen (E)ER diagram. (0 points) 

b) Translate the statements into a corresponding database schema (including domains). (0 points) 
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Exercise 1 – Quiz (6 points) 

Based on the CREATE TABLE statements from Exercise 0, mark each of the following statements 

as (1) always true, (2) always false, or (3) possibly true. Briefly explain your answers! 

a) Given, a villain with id 2 is in the database: Then the statement 

    DELETE FROM villain WHERE id = 2; 

removes the villain and all his aliases from the database. (2 points) 

b) Given a gadget with serial number 7 is in the database but no gadget with serial number 23: 

Then the statement 

    UPDATE gadget SET serial_no = 23 WHERE serial_no = 7; 

changes the serial number of gadget 7 to 23. (2 points) 

c) Given a villain with id 6 is in the database but no villain with id 34: 

Then the statement 

    UPDATE villain SET id = 34 WHERE id = 6; 

changes the id of villain 6 to 34. (2 points) 

Exercise 2 – DDL (20 points) 

Extend the CREATE TABLE statements from Exercise 0 with additional CREATE TABLE, DROP 

TABLE and ALTER TABLE statements: 

1) SET SCHEMA gotham_city;   (first statement from Exercise 0) 

   ... 

5) CREATE TABLE has_gadget(...);  (fifth statement from Exercise 0) 

6) ...       (your first statement) 

7) ...      (…) 

Provide all necessary statements to build the database schema described in the text below. Presume 

the incomplete database schema that was built using the CREATE TABLE statements from Exercise 

0. The database instance is empty. Your statements should extend this schema while keeping the 

modeled semantics. Use the SQL syntax introduced in the lecture. If the lecture introduces DB2 

syntax for an SQL statement that differs from the standard, use DB2 syntax. Model as many of the 

constraints from the text as possible. Model the database schema for the following text by 

extending the statements from Exercise 0: (20 points) 

Gotham City is a place where persons may possess tech gadgets that have a serial number, a name, and a 

description. These persons include villains and their henchmen and have an id and a real name (which is John 

Doe by default). Each individual henchman works for exactly one villain since a certain date and villains can 

have an arbitrary number of henchmen (even none). Villains commit a number of crimes. Each crime is filed 

under a unique crime id and can be committed by groups of villains. Henchmen guard safe houses that are 

identified by their street and street number and have at least 10 rooms. Depending on the weekday, 

henchmen may guard different safe houses, but always the same house at the same day. Each time a villain 

is arrested (and thus removed from the database), his crimes are solved (and removed from the database), 

all his henchmen are arrested (and removed from the database) and only the safe houses remain (of course, 

villains as well as henchmen are still stored as persons). A crime cannot be solved when a villain is not 

arrested but a henchman can be arrested on his own. If a safe house is found (and removed from the 

database), all henchmen guarding it on any weekday are arrested, too (and removed from the database). 
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Exercise 3 – DML (8 points) 

Given a database schema based on the CREATE TABLE statements from Exercise 0 and using the 

SQL syntax introduced in the lecture, provide INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements for the 

following tasks: 

a) DELETE statement(s) for removing all villains with an evilness of less than 5 and all their aliases 

from the database. (1 point) 

b) INSERT statement(s) for adding the villain Oswald Chesterfield Cobblepot (better known by his 

alias Penguin) and his laser umbrella with a range of 20 to the database. (4 points) 

c) An UPDATE statement for setting the range of the Joker’s (alias) acid gas spray flower (gadget) to 

5. (3 points)  


